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802.11n Design and Deployment Guidelines 

The industry has been excited about 802.11n from the day the suggestion was made that fast 

Ethernet speeds might be achievable in the world of Wi-Fi. Now, that standard is ready for mass 

consumption in the form of the Draft 2.0 version of 802.11n from the IEEE, widely approved by the 

802.11 Working Group. 

Earlier pre-N consumer products offered, at best, no guarantee of interoperability, forcing early 

adopters into single-vendor solutions, all without the features and performance to justify enterprise-

grade deployments. Draft 2.0 dramatically shifts this trend by bringing stability to the standard, 

making good on the promise of 802.11n. And the Wi-Fi Alliance has begun certifying 

interoperability between products that support the standard’s high-water mark. This confluence of 

stability and interoperability transforms the new spec, making it ready for widespread use in 

WLANs. 

Promising to very quickly evolve even the most rudimentary of WLAN installations and the 

simplest of mobility needs, 802.11n has finally found its way into the enterprise-class wireless LAN 

market with a new product from Cisco®, the Cisco Aironet® 1250 Series Access Point. 

The Aironet 1250 Series access point is a ruggedized, 802.11n Draft 2.0-compliant, modular 

platform that can simultaneously service 802.11b/g/n devices in the 2.4-GHz spectrum and 

802.11a/n devices in the 5-GHz spectrum, all at line rate. The platform’s support for Enhanced 

Power over Ethernet (PoE) and its gigabit-capable Ethernet uplink combine to help ensure that the 

enhanced access of 802.11n can be placed wherever client access is needed and that each client 

and application will receive content in a timely and reliable manner. The Cisco Aironet 1250 Series 

Access Point has been specifically designed to support current and future wireless technologies 

and to offer unrivaled deployment flexibility, to help you meet the most diverse of WLAN 

challenges. 

It’s About More Than Speed 

It’s easy to get blinded by the hype on new technologies—in the absence of empirical data, it’s 

often the only information on emerging standards and products. But 802.11n is one of those rare 

technologies that will prove the hype correct. As adoption takes off, users will begin to tap 

unforeseen advantages of the fledgling standard. 

To see how the industry got to 11n, it may be useful to look back at the evolution of the WLAN. 

The initial 802.11 spec was handicapped by its peak throughput rate of 2 Mbps, which contributed 

to it not being widely adopted. Then came its successor, 802.11b, whose raw data rates topped 

those of the then standard 10 Mbps Ethernet wired networking spec. Bettering the data rates of the 

Ethernet protocol of the day spurred the adoption of 11b (even if 11b never reached the true rates 

of its wired counterpart), but when use reached a critical mass (and installations were built out to 

meet coverage needs), users needed faster connections. While 11a offered a noticeable increase 

in throughput, it wasn’t until the emergence of 11g (a backward-compatible upgrade of 11b) that IT 

departments gave their users reason to widely go wireless while simultaneously realizing how 

mission-critical their WLANs had become. Enter 802.11n. 
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The new standard is fast—really fast, but 11.n is not just another acceleration of business as 

usual, and it’s far more than a step forward in performance. The dramatic advances of 11.n come 

in two areas that have challenged many wireless network administrators: reliability and 

predictability. 

Over-the-air network protocols are inherently less reliable than wired transmission for a number of 

reasons, and designers have grown accustomed to architecting WLANs around this. For example, 

bandwidth considerations notwithstanding, most implementers are comfortable planning legacy 

access point (AP) placement with restrictive voice-over-IP client count limitations due to the 

increase in 802.11 retries (and resultant latency) as more voice handsets are introduced to a 

legacy cell. Such limitations erode with 11n. The media access layer of 802.11n offers more 

reliability—even to legacy 11a/b/g devices—thanks to the benefits from the physical layer 

enhancements, multiple antennas, and support for additional spatial streams that come from 11n’s 

new radio technology. All this results in transmissions getting where they need to go the first time 

they’re sent. Cisco tests show that, with both 11n and legacy 11a/b/g clients, 802.11 transmissions 

are reduced by half on the Cisco Aironet 1250 Series Access Point, compared to legacy 

transmissions on legacy access points. 

Note:   In this document, the term “legacy” refers to all devices that do not support the high 

throughput rates of 802.11n. This includes all clients and access points that support 802.11, 

802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11a PHY types. 

The ability to provide reliable connectivity consistently across the entire network is an integral part 

of the radio enhancements of 802.11n. This consistent reliability across time and motion, even in 

places not before reachable (due to nulls, signal muddling, and other negative effects of 

multipath), means that 11n finally brings predictability to the Wi-Fi world. In-house testing shows 

that the Aironet 1250 Series access point reduces variation in client latencies and retries by half. 

With the addition of the Aironet 1250 Series access point, the Cisco Unified Wireless Network is 

optimized to support users and their applications in motion. 

So, What Exactly Is 11n? 

802.11n comprises a number of features that come together to give the spec its increased 

performance, reliability, and predictability. Put basically, these gains are achieved via radio 

enhancements, MIMO antenna technology, and enhancements to the 802.11 MAC. 

Radio Enhancements 

There are two important parts to the PHY (physical layer) augmentations of 802.11n that give the 

new standard the ability to deliver better raw data rates and, thus, higher application speeds. Both 

parts are conceptually straightforward. 

The most obvious enhancement is that the new 802.11n PHY supports much faster data rates, 

along with support for legacy 802.11a/b/g speeds. The 11n PHY actually supports a very wide 

array of different speeds, called modulation coding scheme (MCS) rates. 

Figure 1.   11n offers many different data speeds, called MCS rates. 
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All things being equal, the 802.11n PHY is able to push more data than previous 802.11 iterations. 

But to reach even higher connection rates, clients must support a mix of the following two radio 

enhancements. 

To further its PHY-speed cause, the 802.11n standard supports the traditional legacy 20 MHz 

channels and outlines extensions for 40 MHz operation, as well. By adding provisions to the 

standard to support channel bonding, unlike older, proprietary methods, 11n will make use of the 

spaces reserved between nonoverlapping channels to achieve increased spectral efficiency in the 

used bandwidth. In some environments, more than double the effective throughput of the two 

bonded channels alone may be realized. 

Figure 2.   The 5-GHz band boasts more spectrum than the 2.4-GHz band—enough even to make 40-MHz 
channel bonding possible. 
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Together, these additions to the 802.11 PHY allow increased data rates to be realized at each 

network node. 

Even greater efficiency can be made of these data rates with use of MIMO transmission and 

employing 11n’s additions to the MAC-layer 802.11 protocol. 

MIMO 

Multiple Input, Multiple Output, or MIMO, is at the heart of 802.11n and provides for a given 

transmission to operate at much higher data rates than the PHY would otherwise normally be able 

to operate. 

Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) is the ability of an 11n access point to use multiple radios and 

antennas to transmit different signals to the same recipient. The receiver puts the multiple discrete 

signals back together, thereby realizing a higher data rate than would otherwise be achieved by a 

single transmitting radio. 

Up the stack, 11n’s MAC enhancements allow bandwidth-hungry applications to make more 

efficient use of available transmission time, further increasing effective throughput. 

MAC Enhancements 

The MAC layer enhancements to 802.11n are deceptively simple in concept, when compared to 

the substantial decrease in overhead they offer. Both aggregation and support for block 

acknowledgments help reduce the protocol overhead typical of legacy Wi-Fi networks, thereby 

boosting speeds. Aggregation allows data frames to be concatenated so that contention and 

interframe spacing may be reduced greatly. 

Note:   Aggregation may be employed only when data is being sent from one 11n device to 

another; broadcast and multicast traffic cannot be aggregated. 
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Block acknowledgments (ACKs) further reduce protocol overhead by allowing a group, or block of 

frames, to be acknowledged with a single ACK frame. Legacy Wi-Fi networks have always 

required individual acknowledgment of unicast management and data frames. 

Other Incremental Improvements 

There are some additional augmentations to existing 802.11x standards that have been designed 

into 11n and which are geared toward differentiated media access services and power savings. 

802.11n requires that stations support the WMM/11e quality of service (QoS) protocol. This 

establishes a foundation for administrators to properly enforce QoS policies, and WMM (Wi-Fi 

Multimedia) serves as the basis for expediting frame aggregation transmission, as well. 11n also 

supplements 11e’s power save method, not just requiring that devices support the more intelligent, 

trigger-based Automatic Power Save Delivery (APSD), but also giving end-devices the abilities to 

disable transmitters and receivers as traffic patterns allow, thereby drastically reducing the power 

drain associated with operating 11n’s many radios. 

Understanding the parts of 802.11n and how they converge to provide enhanced performance, 

reliability, and predictability will prove imperative when it comes time to design an 11n-ready Cisco 

Unified Wireless Network. 

Note:   For more detailed technical information on 802.11n, please see the “802.11n: The Next 

Generation of Wireless Performance” whitepaper at 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/netsol/ns767/networking_solutions_white_paper0900aecd806b8ce7.s

html. 

Infrastructure Plumbing 

Planning a 1250 Series-based 11n WLAN is similar to designing a legacy network, but there are 

additional considerations to make sure the network has the necessary “plumbing” in place. After 

you’ve finalized the access point placement (more on placement and density in the following 

section), you’ll need to make sure you’ve got the power where you need it and that you’ve got a 

sufficient pipe to your APs. 

11n Power Considerations 

Your options for getting proper power to your APs haven’t changed: You can still power your 

Aironet 1250 Series access points via AC wall jack, midspan PoE, and end-span PoE. But the PoE 

requirements have changed a bit due to 11n’s multiple radio design. 

Today’s PoE standard, 802.3af, peaks at getting 15.4 watts to the devices it powers. Unfortunately, 

11n requires a bit more power in order to realize the new standard’s full potential. As a result, the 

Aironet 1250 Series access point requires 18.5 watts in full operational mode. 

Note:   There is no getting around the higher power requirements of 11n unless you either 

remove a radio (the Aironet 1250 Series access point can run with a single radio on 802.3af) or 

remove valuable 11n functionality. Though others may opt to do so, Cisco has chosen not to 

remove 11n’s key features (such as spatial division multiplexing support or multiple 

transmitters/receivers) in order to allow it to be powered with legacy PoE infrastructure. 

How can you still use PoE functionality for a device that requires more wattage than the current 

standard delivers? Midspan PoE, in which an injector powers the AP, is the simple answer. Just 

make sure you purchase an injector that can support the additional power requirements. (These 

can be ordered along with the Aironet 1250 or separately; the midspan PoE injector part number is 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/netsol/ns767/networking_solutions_white_paper0900aecd806b8ce7.shtml
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/netsol/ns767/networking_solutions_white_paper0900aecd806b8ce7.shtml
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AIR-PWRINJ4= and the AC adapter is AIR-PWR-SPLY1=). End-span PoE, in which the AP pulls 

power from the switch to which it is connected, requires a bit more planning. 

In 2005, the IEEE came together to address the issue of increasing power requirements and 

formed the 802.3at Working Group to push through a higher power PoE standard. This new 

standard has yet to be ratified, which would make it a full, industry-accepted protocol, but it does 

provide an archetype by which up to 30 watts may be delivered to a device across existing Cat5 

cabling. While 802.3at makes its way through the approval process, Cisco provides an “Enhanced 

PoE” (often called PoE Plus) option available in some of its flagship switching products. 

Using Cisco Discover Protocol (CDP) and robust power subsystem engineering, Cisco offers the 

Cisco Catalyst® 3560E and 3750E with additional support (beyond the 802.3af specification) for 

customers who wish to fully power a dual-radio Aironet 1250 Series access point. 

If you decide that powering an Aironet 1250 Series access point via 802.2af is so important that 

you are willing to forgo supporting either 2.4 GHz (11b/g/n) or 5 GHz (11a/n), you can use just one 

RF band. In such cases, plan to support a 2.4-GHz environment (due to the overwhelming majority 

of clients that support this spectrum) and upgrade to support 5 GHz when budgetary, 

infrastructure, and user needs align. 

Note:   By contrast, in such power-limited cases, it may be prudent to roll out a 5GHz-only 1250 

Series AP installation and either move to that band all at once or rely on existing legacy access 

points for 2.4-GHz access. 

Switchport Speed 

In order to realize the full benefit of 11n speeds, you need to pay attention to the speed of the 

Ethernet ports to which your Aironet 1250 Series access points connect. The AP sports a 

10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet port, and while it can still pass traffic while connected to slower ports, 

it makes the most sense to go with gigabit Ethernet for optimal performance. 

Note:   Performance may vary from installation to installation, but the 1250 Series AP can easily 

get going to well above 200Mbps (in effective client throughput) when both radios are being used. 

This fact leads us to a single conclusion: go gigabit. 

The speed of the link to the AP isn’t the only consideration here: be mindful of the APs’ links back 

to their controller. Also make sure that you adjust your throughput expectations accordingly 

depending on which controller you deploy. The 4400 Series wireless LAN controller, the wireless 

LAN controller module, the 3750 Series Integrated wireless LAN controller, and the Catalyst 6500 

Series Wireless Services Module are likely primary choices for Aironet 1250 Series AP 

deployments when higher throughputs are desired. 

Deploying with 11n 

As with any WLAN installation, you’ll need to determine AP density and placement before you start 

pulling cable and mounting access points. 

Determining AP density is less a function of the maximum range of the access point and more a 

function of the target user experience. AP density is about enabling applications: a smaller AP 

footprint means better WLAN performance and increased overall system capacity. The number of 

devices that connect to a single access point correlates inversely with the available throughput for 

each device. Further, the more devices operating at the physical extremities of a cell, the lower 
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their data rates, and thus, the access point will have a lower aggregate throughput and increased 

latencies. 

Make smaller cells. There are two primary ways to do this so that your WLAN provides optimal 

bandwidth, the lowest latencies, and the highest link resilience. Aim to have APs closer together at 

lower power output settings (this can be handled dynamically via Radio Resource Management) 

and globally disable any legacy data rates that you can afford to disable. 

Note:   You may not always be able to disable legacy data rates, depending on the mix of clients 

you have in your environment. For example, you will likely not want to disable all 802.11b rates, or 

those legacy clients won’t be able to connect at all, though it may be prudent to consider disabling 

some lower 802.11b rates (such as 1, 2, and 5.5 Mbps). 

5 GHz is strategic. Smaller cells are great for helping to ensure optimum capacity, but in order to 

realize the best systemwide capacity, you’ll need to make sure your focus is wider than 2.4 GHz. 

The true value of 11n is in its support for 5-GHz operations. 

The value of 11n operations in 5 GHz is threefold. First, the install-base of legacy 11a clients is 

quite simply not nearly as widespread as 11b/g support is. This means that your 11n 5-GHz 

operations will be able to spend more time operating at full 11n rates and not entertain as many 

legacy connections. Next, and to the same point of increasing per-cell throughput, there is much 

less non-802.11 interference in 5 GHz, so your WLAN will be able to spend its time moving data 

rather than retransmitting after collisions. Last, and the most important gift of 5 GHz, is the 

exponentially greater available bandwidth compared to 2.4 GHz. In the United States, there are 23 

nonoverlapping channels you can use, which means you can deploy with density and capacity in 

mind and let RRM handle your channel (and power output) plan accordingly. 

Note:   Where possible, plan to support legacy devices you still have in 2.4 GHz, but look to 

aggressively move new and bandwidth-hungry devices to the upper spectrum. 

Increasing AP density and moving 5-GHz support from “nice to have” to “have to have” will help 

you design for capacity, not just coverage. 

AP Placement and Site Surveying 

Once you’ve got your 11n capacity strategy pinned down, you’ve got to characterize the coverage 

pattern of your new Aironet 1250 Series APs in your environment and then where they need to be 

placed for proper coverage. 

We’ve made much of the RF shift from 11a/b/g to 11n as easy as possible. The coverage area of 

the 1250 Series AP is nearly identical to that of the 1242, so for many customers, the move to 11n 

will be smooth given the basis of RF coverage comparison. Deploying with the 1250 is eased 

further by the fact that 2.4-GHz and 5-GHz coverage characteristics are nearly identical, which 

makes it easier to plan for both bands. 

Figure 3.   The 2.4-GHz range of the 1240 Series AP in an open 68,000-square foot facility, as measured by 
AirMagnet's Survey software. 
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Figure 4.   The RF coverage of the 1250 Series AP is nearly identical to that of the 1240, though it achieves 
much higher throughput at each given location. 

 

Figure 5.   The 5-GHz coverage of the 1250 Series AP is very much in line with its 2.4-GHz radio. 
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Note:   At each power level, the 1250 Series AP offers about a 10-15 percent increase in linear 

distance from the AP over the 1242, when measuring usable coverage. Be aware that the 1250 

can sustain much higher data rates over its coverage area. 

There are many ways to determine placement of your 1250 Series APs. It may pay to do a formal 

site survey, relying on Cisco’s advanced services or a certified reseller when rolling out your 

WLAN. Likely, you can begin with a back-of-the-napkin AP placement or use the Cisco Wireless 

Control System’s network planning tool to get you going in the right direction. Then, you can let 

RRM determine optimal channel planning, transmit power settings, and adjust dynamically around 

interference and client coverage issues. 

Note:   Relying on RRM not only lets you eliminate much of the grunt work of WLAN deployment 

and maintenance, but also makes incremental upgrades to the 1250 Series AP that much easier. 

RRM will operate across all your legacy 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300 series access points. 

For further flexibility in signal propagation and cell design, Cisco offers a very wide array of 

antenna options for the 1250 Series AP. Antennas by band, part number, propagation type, and 

gain are below. 

Figure 6.    
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When using any of the antennas above, attach the antenna to the primary antenna port labeled “A-

Tx/Rx.” If the selected antenna supports diversity, then use the “B-Tx/Rx” antenna port also. 

Because the “C-Rx” is a receiver-only port, it should be used last. 

Note:   The use of three antennas is strongly recommended for full 11n/MIMO operations. 

Migrating to 11n in Stages 

Moving your 11a/b/g Unified access point installation wholesale over to an 802.11 11n-capable 

network might seem a bit daunting. Instead of opting for a rip-and-replace upgrade, there’s plenty 

of flexibility built into the controller architecture to allow you to plan your upgrade in phases. 

There are a number of ways to move to a 1250 Series-based Cisco Unified Wireless Network, but 

a common method is swapping out legacy LWAPP APs in favor of the 1250. You could also simply 

supplement existing coverage by adding in 1250 Series APs where you need additional capacity. 

Cisco’s controller-based architecture provides the flexibility for such scenarios. A single controller 

can manage both legacy and 1250 Series APs, and RRM will continue to properly architect an 

optimal RF configuration even in such environments where 1250s and legacy access points are 

installed in the same vicinity. 

Note:   11n-capable clients will be able to operate at extended rates when connected to the 1250 

Series AP, but as they roam to legacy access points, they’ll simply rate shift downward to 

supported legacy rates. Roaming to the 1250 from legacy APs will work conversely. 

Coexistence in an 802.11a/b/g/n Network 

The beauty of in 11n is not just the increased performance, reliability, and predictability made 

available to clients that support the new standard, it’s also that 11n provides backward 

compatibility with legacy devices—and they get to share the performance boost. 
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Note:   Testing has shown that legacy devices can realize up to a 10 percent increase in 

throughput and draw on the benefits of the AP’s multiple antennas and radios to drastically reduce 

retries. 

802.11n allows legacy 11a/b/g clients to connect to an 11n infrastructure, albeit at rates allowed by 

the lesser standards. Backward compatibility is allowed by use of what’s called “protection” in 

order to allow higher throughput 11n devices to still realize faster rates alongside their slower 

cousins. Aggregate performance in such mixed-mode environments will be lower than with just 11n 

devices, but regardless of the client mix on a 1250, the overall throughput will exceed that of the 

slowest legacy standard. 

11n functions with legacy devices very similarly to the way 11g interoperates with 802.11b, though 

with differing throughput implications. The protection mechanism, which typically employs CTS-to-

self frames (though some clients may use the whole RTS/CTS exchange) to alert others of an 

impending transmission, allows legacy devices to properly use their virtual carrier sense abilities to 

understand when the faster clients (called ERP in 11g, or HT in 11n parlance) are using the 

medium, even though the slower clients can’t decipher the HT (high throughput) modulation. 

Things get more complicated with 11n (especially in the 2.4-GHz arena because you have more 

and slower legacy devices). The throughput impact of coexistence will vary based on the number 

of clients, the mix of those clients (11a/b/g/n), specific traffic load characteristics, the varying 

distances of clients from the AP (which means slower links as they move farther away), and 

individual client rate shifting peculiarities. 

There’s no clear answer to the question of how legacy device coexistence will affect overall 11n 

throughput, other than to say that performance will vary. If nothing else, we can be sure of a few 

things: 

● You will always realize some performance gain with 11n APs because all 11n devices will 

be able to transmit at 11n rates, even if legacy devices slow down aggregate performance 

when they operate in their legacy rates. Also, even if you have no 11n devices at all 

associated to your 1250 Series AP, the MIMO portion of 11n will still help the cell realize 

some gain. 

● The higher your percentage of 5-GHz devices (even if they’re legacy 802.11a clients) 

compared to 2.4-GHz devices, the better your overall performance will be. 

● As time goes by, we’ll see more 11n devices out there. As this occurs, your aggregate 

throughputs will rise accordingly. This is how the transition to 11g happened, and all signs 

point to the client transition toward 11n happening a whole lot faster. Just look at the 

number of laptops shipping today with built-in 11n support; we’re far past where we were at 

a comparable point with 11g adoption. 
 

The same backward compatibility that makes 11n so palatable may make some folks declare that 

11n throughput is not what they hoped it would be. Understand that your installation will be only as 

fast as your clients are capable of moving. If throughput is of utmost importance, look to move your 

legacy users over to the faster 11n spec and begin to proactively execute on your 5-GHz strategy. 

Scaling Your Unified Wireless Network to Meet 11n’s  Bandwidth Hunger 

As customers look to upgrade their wireless edge, they periodically ask questions about scaling 

their infrastructure. The concern makes sense if you aren’t familiar with the resilience and 
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scalability in the design of the Cisco Unified Wireless Network. After all, why opt for a faster AP if 

you don’t buy a bigger controller at the same time, right? While this logic makes initial sense, it 

falls apart when you look at the clustering functions of Cisco controllers and at the organic nature 

of WLAN usage evolution. 

So, for a moment let’s put aside the discussion of how mixed-mode (using 802.11n protection) 

operations occur, as well as the moving target that is mixed-mode performance, and take a look at 

the simplicity with which you can add capacity to the Cisco architecture. 

Adding System Capacity and Resiliency 

With the Cisco Unified Wireless Network, designing for capacity and for systemwide resiliency are 

intertwined. This is achieved by moving network intelligence to the APs to allow them to select 

(either from a predefined list or dynamically, based on load) the most eligible controller to which to 

connect. If a controller or the network connectivity back to that controller were to fail, the AP would 

quickly select another operational controller and continue supporting users’ applications. Now, 

when you need to scale the entire system—by adding either more APs and controllers or just more 

controllers (as we’ll discuss shortly)—you simply introduce additional infrastructure into the 

system. 

Note:   A side benefit of this elegant design is the ability for clients to seamlessly roam between 

all the APs that are a part of the cluster of controllers, or mobility group. 

As discussed earlier, client transition to 11n will be swift, but incremental, as new devices are 

purchased and install-bases are churned. This conversion from legacy 802.11 standards to the 

latest spec will mean that your throughput requirements today will very likely dwarf your bandwidth 

needs tomorrow. This leads us to a very simple point about how to scale your system for 11n: as 

these traffic requirements and patterns necessitate, simply add more controllers into your Cisco 

Unified Wireless Network cluster. Then you can take a subset of your access points and have 

them operate on your new controllers, and you will have quickly resolved any bandwidth limitations 

you may have encountered. 

Note:   Increasing system capacity by adding controllers in this manner is called “horizontal 

scaling.” Horizontal scalability allows you to purchase only the infrastructure your system needs; 

no new network elements are required to support 11n’s higher rates—and your whole WLAN is 

more fault-tolerant for the effort. 

As your 1250 Series-based network and the users and applications that rely on it grows, so too 

can your supporting controller infrastructure. 

Configuring Your Network for 11n 

The Aironet 1250 Series AP is just another lightweight access point as far as the controller is 

concerned. This means that it will inherit the configuration made available to it by the controller, 

provided your AP can receive an IP address and find a controller. This makes it remarkably simple 

to deploy even the most complex of WLANs. Beyond that, just make sure you’re running 4.2 (or 

higher) controller code and that your APs can discover and join such a controller. What’s left to 

do? Nothing. 

40MHz Operation 

Remember how one of the enhancements that 11n carries is the ability to bond channels to 

increase the throughput available to each access point? Well, if the throughput you get from a 20-
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MHz channel isn’t enough for your speedy users, you can flip each 5-GHz 11n radio into a bonded-

channel configuration. 

Note:   You can configure 40-MHz operation on the 2.4-GHz radio of the 1250 Series AP, but this 

isn’t recommended or supported. The primary reason against it is that with a wide channel in a 

band that has so little available spectrum (and so much interference), you make a single AP 

capable of higher throughput at the expense of performance for all neighboring access points—

certainly not the way enterprise WLANs ought to be designed. Also, the vast majority of client 

chipsets (Intel’s, for one) will not support 40-MHz operation in the 2.4-GHz space. 

To get your 1250 Series AP to run in 40MHz mode, you’ll need access to the command-line 

interface (CLI) of the controller. The steps are simple and must be done for each access point to 

which you want the change made. Via the controller CLI, input the following commands. 

 

(Cisco Controller) >show ap summary 

 

Identify the desired AP’s name from the output of this command to use in the subsequent 

commands. 

 

(Cisco Controller) >config ap disable <AP_NAME> 

(Cisco Controller) >config 802.11a disable <AP_NAME> 

(Cisco Controller) >config 802.11a channel ap <AP_NAME> <channel #> 

(Cisco Controller) >config 802.11a txPower ap <AP_NAME> <power level> 

(Cisco Controller) >config 802.11a chan_width <AP_NAME> 
<20/40_ABOVE/40_BELOW> 

(Cisco Controller) >config 802.11a enable <AP_NAME> 

(Cisco Controller) >config ap enable <AP_NAME> 

 

Note:   The ABOVE and BELOW designations in the 40-MHz configuration denote the relation to 

the configured (or control) channel that the extension channel has. For example, to get 40 MHz 

configured for an AP on channel 36, you’d need to set it to operate in “40_ABOVE” mode (where 

the extension channel would sit on channel 40). Also, consider configuring an AP on channel 161; 

you’d need to set the extension channel to “40_BELOW,” in order to have it rest on channel 157. 

This configuration will, in very short order, be supported via the controller GUI, as well—likely 

before you have deployed 1250 Series AP. 

So, You Want to Run at 11n Speeds? 

Getting your network operating on 11n is so simple that it’s strangely easy to get something wrong 

along the way. Let’s review some important factors that affect 11n throughput to save you from 

wondering where you went wrong. None will prevent you from passing data, but it pays to take 

notes and do things right here to make sure you get the most out of your new installation. 

Getting Up to Speed 

First, 11n presents some new requirements for WLAN configuration. If you don’t heed them, the 

standard requires that your higher rates not be supported. This is most common when upgrading 

an existing configuration to support 11n rates. In order for your clients to be able to realize 11n 
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rates, necessary WLANs need to be enabled for WMM (either “allowed” or “required,” depending 

on your needs and client support). 

Also, 11n requires  AES cryptography be performed on all encrypted links. This means that you 

can get away with an open WLAN, but if you flip on Layer 2 crypto functions, you need to have Wi-

Fi Protected Access 2 AES-enabled (with either Pre-Shared Key or back-end authentication, 

authorization, and accounting) or that WLAN won't work at all for 11n rates. You can go for a mix 

of crypto types (WPA with Temporal Key Integrity Protocol or AES and WPA2 with TKIP), just as 

long as you have WPA2 with AES-enabled. 

The easiest way to make sure that your clients are connected at these rates (after confirming your 

WLAN configuration) is to check the client records in the wireless LAN controller GUI. Do this by 

going to Monitor  and then the Clients  subheading. 

The image below shows how to identify which clients are connected at 11n rates (in this example, 

the 11n client is using 5 GHz). You can see further details on clients by selecting them individually 

on the same page. 

 

Making the Most of Things 

Once you’re connected at 802.11n HT rates, you’ll want to make sure you don’t lose the 

throughput gains you should be able to achieve. Not all may be within your control, but if you 

understand the performance implications of these variables, it will help you in baselining your 

WLAN capabilities. 

When your laptops are unplugged, the 11n client will likely try aggressively to save battery power. 

Depending on client radio and chipset, it’s not uncommon to see performance drop by as much as 

50 percent. Unless you know how to fully disable this, keep your laptops plugged in if you want 

maximum performance, 

Note:   Even if you managed to disable this power save function, most laptop 

motherboards/chipsets have automated power-saving features that kick in when the laptop is 

unplugged. At best, these are difficult to disable. Thus, it is strongly recommended that you not do 

performance testing when clients are battery operated. 

As detailed previously, throughput performance may vary as legacy devices are introduced into the 

802.11n environment. This is to be expected, but make sure that you find a channel void of all 

legacy transmissions if you want to test the high-water mark of your new 11n WLAN. If that isn’t 

possible, adjust your expectations accordingly. 

Lastly, and at the risk of repetition, if you want higher throughputs, connect your Aironet 1250 

Series APs via gigabit switches back to a 4400 Series wireless LAN controller, a wireless LAN 

controller module, 3750 Series integrated wireless LAN controller, or a wireless services module. 
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Conclusion 

The emergence of Draft 2.0 of the IEEE’s 802.11n spec will quickly prove a point of inflection in the 

evolution of the WLAN industry. 

The progression of WLAN implementations has been on an inexorable, albeit linear march. 

Sporadic, hotspot access led to ubiquitous, coverage deployments, which, in turn, expanded into 

denser rollouts, aimed at increasing capacity across the entire network. With bandwidth concerns 

temporarily allayed, the focus shifted to mobility, giving users physical freedom to roam between 

coverage areas. 

Industry progress notwithstanding, this user-focused evolution has hindered the WLAN from 

evolving into the mission-critical medium it’s destined to be. Instead, an application-centric network 

design is key; after all, the application is WLAN’s pièce de résistance. 

The Cisco Aironet 1250 Series Access Point represents a dramatic transformation to this end, 

delivering the unrivaled performance expected of a next-generation WLAN, with the reliability and 

predictability necessary to help ensure pervasive, high-quality network access. 

Beyond the hotspot, past coverage- and capacity-oriented networks, somewhere beyond simple 

mobility, the Cisco Unified Wireless Network, with the addition of the new 11n-certified Aironet 

1250 Series Access Point, now enables applications in motion. 
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